
Summary: The first four generations of the Portuguese 

gen. ref. cal. name/ Production 

1.  325 74 Original Portuguese (Ur-Portugieser) 
1939 - 1944 (a few even later)  
around 304 pieces known 

2. 325 98 Original Portuguese (Ur-Portugieser) 
1944 - 1958 
around 280 (209 - 282) pieces known 

3. 325 982 Original Portuguese German Edition

 

ca. 1970 - 1981 
less than 100 pieces known (83 - 156) 

4. 5441

 

9828

 

Jubilee (anniversary edition of 1993) 
1993  ca. 1996 
1750 pieces  
(250 PL 500 RG, 1000 SS) 

 
Reference 325, Calibre 982 

3rd Generation of the Original Portuguese (so-called German Edition )  

by Marco Schönenberger   

The timepieces belonging to the so-
called German Edition are the late-
comers among the original Portuguese 
watches. They were marketed in the 
seventies and early eighties, almost 
twenty years after the last series of its 
predecessor. Like both previous gene-
rations, the third was produced in small 
lots and individual pieces only, yet in 
several variations with different dials 
and hands. What strikes us most today, 
is how close they are not only in time, 
but also in style to the Jubilee of 1993 
(ref. 5441). It seems that IWC then just 
added a display back and some en-
gravings to celebrate its anniversary, 
otherwise sticking to the same design it had used with the latest issue of the early eighties. 
The 3rd generation therefore represents an important link between the legendary original 
series and the epochal Jubilee edition which started not only the successful modern 
Portuguese line, but also 

 

together with the Panerai - the fashion for oversized 
wristwatches.  

According to the official history, the Portuguese watches of seventies were made possible, 
because IWC had not been able to sell all the cases they had produced in the fifties. The 
remainder of stock 

 

around 140 pieces following one source 

 

was placed in storage. When 
demand for oversized wristwatches somewhat revived twenty years later, the old cases were 
reactivated and equipped with pocket watch movements of current production.1 The resulting 
third generation of Portuguese watches was mainly sold to Germany, hence its inofficial 
name German Edition .  

Like their predecessors, the German Portuguese were produced in very limited quantities. 
The statistic originally published by IWC says that of the third generation only at total of 83 
pieces was sold at all. It also adds the nice story that this number only represented a part of 
the cases which had survived from the fifties. Reportedly, the rest disappeared, never 
showing up again.2 Even if such things happened in the turmoil of the quartz crisis, some 
doubts may be allowed about the authenticity of this story. For since its publication, IWC 
adjusted the production statistics for the Portuguese watches, raising the total of all known 
examples belonging to the 2nd and 3rd generation from previously 292 to 365. At least one of 
them seem to belong to the 3rd generation. Probably, even more have survived.  

                                                

 

1 The revival of the Portuguese watch may as well have had its cause in the quartz crisis. During the 
seventies, IWC tried to convert old stocks of other cases and movements into cash by producing 
numerous special editions in very limited quantities. 
2 How many cases disappeared  if the did at all - is not clear. Some sources name 25 or 30 pieces 
(IWC und die Uhren zum Jubiläum der Manufaktur, 1993, p. 21), others speak of 57 (of 140) cases. 



Abb. 1: 3rd generation Portuguese 
watch with Louis XV hands as 
auctioned in Germany in 2003 
versteigert bei einem deutschen 

Main characteristics 

 
Oversized, flat wristwatch with manual winding 
pocket watch movement (calibre 982) 

 
Total production: most probably less than 100 
(minimum of 83, maximum of 156 pieces) 

 
Case material: Steel3 

 
Various dial designs: most often silvered dials with 
embossed arabic figures 

 

Various types of hands: known variances are the 
classic Feuilles de sauge (leafs) and  more 
flamboyant, but not after everyone s fancy  Louis 
XV-hands 

 

Anomaly: Case numbers are significantly higher 
than movement numbers, because movements 
produced in the seventies were built into cases leftover from the fifties  

Main differences to the previous generation (ref. 325 with calibre 98) 

 

Enhanced pocket watch movement  
Most obvious difference between the calibre 982 and its forerunner, the calibre 98, 
was the added shock protection 

 

Partially new dial designs 

 

Partially new hands ( Louis XV in addition to classic Feuilles de sauge )  

Main differences to the next generation (ref. 5441 Jubilee with calibre 9828) 

 

Steel back cover (ref. 325) versus sapphire display back (ref. 5441) 

 

ref. 5441 additionally in Platinum (250 pieces) and Gold (500 pieces) 

 

ref. 5441 with additional engravings on movement celebrating the 125th anniversary 
of IWC. In all other respects the calibre 9828 seems to be identical with the calibre 
982 

 

ref. 5441 with additional engravings on the case mentioning the number within the 
limited edition (250 in platinum, 500 in gold, 1000 in steel). 

 

Case number of ref. 5441 on case rim instead on outer side of case back as for ref. 
325 

 

ref. 5441 came with three similar, but more formalized dial designs and only one type 
of hands ( feuilles de sauge , i.e. leaf).   

                                                

 

3 According to some sources, the German edition included for the first time Portuguese watches made 
in gold. If this was true, the cases must have been of new production. However, I ve never met a gold 
Portuguese which was prior to the Jubilee edition of 1993. 



Datasheet: 3rd Generation Portuguese  watch owned by Hans Goerter  

General informationen 

Reference number 325 

Model number N/A 

Numbering scheme Old scheme  
(as used before 1971/ 72) 

Model name Portuguese ( Portugieser-Uhr ) 

Nickname Original Portuguese (Ur-Portugieser)

 

Third generation ( German Edition ) 

Date of production 
(Archive extract) 

July 2nd, 1981  
(delivered to IWC Frankfurt on the 
Main, Germany) 

Date of sale Nov 28th, 1984 
Abb. 2: 3rd generation Portuguese watch 
with Feuilles de sauge (leaf)-hands,  
now owned by Hans Goerter 

Total production less than 100 (min. 83, max. 156) 
* Outdated information gives 209 pieces with calibre 98 (2nd generation) and 83 pieces with 
calibre 982 (3rd generation). New information adds 73 pieces, giving a total of 365 pieces for 
both calibre 98 and 982 (2nd & 3rd generation). Most probably there were 84 pieces of the 3rd 

generation made. 

 

Case 

Case number 1,455,152 (on outer side of case back) 

Date of case production 1958 

Material Steel with steel back 

Diameter around 41.5 mm (without crown) 

Height around 9.5 mm 

Weight N/A 

Crystal Plexiglas 

 

Dial and Hands 

ID/Reference N/A 

Colour Silvered 

Index Metal embossed Arabic figures (11/12) with cabochon minute markers 
(applied ?), silvered 

Text on dial International Watch Co (cursiva) 
Schaffhausen (cursiva) 
--- 
SWISS 

Hands Leaf ( Feuilles de sauge ) 

 



 
Movement 

Calibre 982 

Type of construction Pocket Watch movement, Hunter type, Manual winding 

Movement number 2,286,256 

Date of production Late seventies 

Lignes 17 (16 3/4) 

Diameter 37.8 mm 

Height 4.43 mm 

Functional jewels 19 

Frequency / Amplitude 18,000 (2.5 Hz) 

Impulse angle 40° 

Power reserve 46 hours 

Châtons None 

Balance spring Breguet overcoil 

Balance wheel Mono-metallic, screws 

Regulation Swan neck 

Shock protection Incabloc 

Stop second Yes 

Surface Nickel plated 

Decoration Perlage & Geneva stripes 

Layout Small second at 6 o clock, crown at 3 o clock 

                  

Marco Schönenberger, February 2nd, 2004 
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